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Raptor A Journey Through Birds
A New York Times Notable Book of 2020 Longlisted for the National Book Award Winner of the PEN/E.O. Wilson Literary Science
Writing Award and the Minnesota Book Award for General Nonfiction A Finalist for the Stanford Dolman Travel Book of the Year
Award A Best Book of the Year: NPR, The Wall Street Journal, Smithsonian, Minneapolis Star-Tribune, The Globe and Mail, The
BirdBooker Report, Geographical, Open Letter Review Best Nature Book of the Year: The Times (London) "A terrifically exciting
account of [Slaght's] time in the Russian Far East studying Blakiston’s fish owls, huge, shaggy-feathered, yellow-eyed, and
elusive birds that hunt fish by wading in icy water . . . Even on the hottest summer days this book will transport you.” —Helen
Macdonald, author of H is for Hawk, in Kirkus I saw my first Blakiston’s fish owl in the Russian province of Primorye, a coastal
talon of land hooking south into the belly of Northeast Asia . . . No scientist had seen a Blakiston’s fish owl so far south in a
hundred years . . . When he was just a fledgling birdwatcher, Jonathan C. Slaght had a chance encounter with one of the most
mysterious birds on Earth. Bigger than any owl he knew, it looked like a small bear with decorative feathers. He snapped a quick
photo and shared it with experts. Soon he was on a five-year journey, searching for this enormous, enigmatic creature in the lush,
remote forests of eastern Russia. That first sighting set his calling as a scientist. Despite a wingspan of six feet and a height of
over two feet, the Blakiston’s fish owl is highly elusive. They are easiest to find in winter, when their tracks mark the snowy banks
of the rivers where they feed. They are also endangered. And so, as Slaght and his devoted team set out to locate the owls, they
aim to craft a conservation plan that helps ensure the species’ survival. This quest sends them on all-night monitoring missions in
freezing tents, mad dashes across thawing rivers, and free-climbs up rotting trees to check nests for precious eggs. They use
cutting-edge tracking technology and improvise ingenious traps. And all along, they must keep watch against a run-in with a bear
or an Amur tiger. At the heart of Slaght’s story are the fish owls themselves: cunning hunters, devoted parents, singers of eerie
duets, and survivors in a harsh and shrinking habitat. Through this rare glimpse into the everyday life of a field scientist and
conservationist, Owls of the Eastern Ice testifies to the determination and creativity essential to scientific advancement and serves
as a powerful reminder of the beauty, strength, and vulnerability of the natural world.
The pigeon is the quintessential city bird. Domesticated thousands of years ago as a messenger and a source of food, its
presence on our sidewalks is so common that people consider the bird a nuisance—if they notice it at all. Yet pigeons are also kept
for pleasure, sport, and profit by people all over the world, from the “pigeon wars” waged by breeding enthusiasts in the skies over
Brooklyn to the Million Dollar Pigeon Race held every year in South Africa. Drawing on more than three years of fieldwork across
three continents, Colin Jerolmack traces our complex and often contradictory relationship with these versatile animals in public
spaces such as Venice’s Piazza San Marco and London’s Trafalgar Square and in working-class and immigrant communities of
pigeon breeders in New York and Berlin. By exploring what he calls “the social experience of animals,” Jerolmack shows how our
interactions with pigeons offer surprising insights into city life, community, culture, and politics. Theoretically understated and
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accessible to interested readers of all stripes, The Global Pigeon is one of the best and most original ethnographies to be
published in decades.
"In 1833, Charles Darwin was astonished by an animal he met in the Falkland Islands: handsome, social, and oddly crow-like
falcons that were 'tame and inquisitive, quarrelsome and passionate,' and so insatiably curious that they stole hats, compasses,
and other valuables from the crew of the Beagle. Darwin wondered why these birds were confined to remote islands at the tip of
South America, sensing a larger story, but he set this mystery aside and never returned to it. Almost two hundred years later,
Jonathan Meiburg ... takes us through South America, from the fog-bound coasts of Tierra del Fuego to the tropical forests of
Guyana, in search of these birds: striated caracaras, which still exist, though they're very rare"--Publisher marketin
SHORTLISTED FOR THE SAMUEL JOHNSON PRIZE SHORTLISTED FOR THE WAINWRIGHT PRIZE From the bestselling
author of UNDERLAND, THE OLD WAYS and THE LOST WORDS 'Few books give such a sense of enchantment; it is a book to
give to many, and to return to repeatedly' Independent 'Enormously pleasurable, deeply moving. A bid to save our rich hoard of
landscape language, and a blow struck for the power of a deep creative relationship to place' Financial Times 'A book that ought to
be read by policymakers, educators, armchair environmentalists and active conservationists the world over' Guardian 'Gorgeous,
thoughtful and lyrical' Independent on Sunday 'Feels as if [it] somehow grew out of the land itself. A delight' Sunday Times
Discover Robert Macfarlane's joyous meditation on words, landscape and the relationship between the two. Words are grained
into our landscapes, and landscapes are grained into our words. Landmarks is about the power of language to shape our sense of
place. It is a field guide to the literature of nature, and a glossary containing thousands of remarkable words used in England,
Scotland, Ireland and Wales to describe land, nature and weather. Travelling from Cumbria to the Cairngorms, and exploring the
landscapes of Roger Deakin, J. A. Baker, Nan Shepherd and others, Robert Macfarlane shows that language, well used, is a keen
way of knowing landscape, and a vital means of coming to love it.
A Book Sense Notable Title "As Gessner pursues [the ospreys] down the Eastern Seaboard and even into Cuba with a BBC
documentary team at his heels, a lively tale of fish-eating raptors, broken embargoes and a nail-biting race to the finish line ensues
. . . Gessner finds his Mecca not in the thrilling launch or triumphant end of his own 7,000-mile migration, but in the living done in
between."—Jennifer Winger, Nature Conservancy Magazine "An engaging, lyrical guide to osprey migration, Cuba, and a common
humanity."—Orion Magazine "Gessner's finest book, unpredictable in the best way, and funny, too; an adventure book and much
more—a book of contact by a writer who quickly becomes an audible and visible presence."—Clyde Edgerton, author of Solo "An
interesting and complex book . . . In a surprisingly short amount of time, David Gessner has evolved into one of our most
accomplished and singular writers about nature. While many authors treat their experiences in nature with a hushed earnestness
and a suspect neatness, Gessner writes about the messy humanness of being outside."—Mark Lynch, Bird Observer "An ideal
traveling companion and guide. Soaring with Fidel lets you hover for a while in the thermals of fine language, seeing the same old
world from a fresh and invigorating altitude."—Ben Steelman, Wilmington (NC) Star-News
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The story of the short life and tragic death of Bowland Beth – an English Hen Harrier – which dramatically highlights the major
issues in UK conservation.
From majestic Bald Eagles to tiny Elf Owls, raptors are nature’s most fascinating and powerful birds. As predators with wide
ranging habitats and food sources, raptors also serve as a litmus test for the health of their ecosystems. To preserve a species
such as the Everglade Kite or Spotted Owl is to ensure the survival of many other creatures. Ornithologists Noel and Helen Snyder
have spent nearly fifty years studying and photographing birds of prey in their natural habitat. The result of decades of firsthand
field studies combined with key biological and conservation studies by other experts, Raptors of North America presents a
comprehensive and captivating account of our continent’s birds of prey. Readers will meet the nocturnal raptors, the owls, and the
diurnal raptors: hawks, harriers, kites, falcons, eagles, ospreys, vultures, and condors. This book was an editor's choice of the
Scientific American Book Club.
From the New York Times bestselling author of H is for Hawk and winner of the Samuel Johnson Prize for nonfiction, comes a
transcendent collection of essays about the natural world. Animals don’t exist in order to teach us things, but that is what they
have always done, and most of what they teach us is what we think we know about ourselves. Helen Macdonald’s bestselling
debut H is for Hawk brought the astonishing story of her relationship with goshawk Mabel to global critical acclaim and announced
Macdonald as one of this century’s most important and insightful nature writers. H is for Hawk won the Samuel Johnson Prize for
Nonfiction and the Costa Book Award, and was a finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award and the Kirkus Prize for
Nonfiction, launching poet and falconer Macdonald as our preeminent nature essayist, with a semi-regular column in the New York
Times Magazine. In Vesper Flights Helen Macdonald brings together a collection of her best loved essays, along with new pieces
on topics ranging from nostalgia for a vanishing countryside to the tribulations of farming ostriches to her own private vespers
while trying to fall asleep. Meditating on notions of captivity and freedom, immigration and flight, Helen invites us into her most
intimate experiences: observing the massive migration of songbirds from the top of the Empire State Building, watching tens of
thousands of cranes in Hungary, seeking the last golden orioles in Suffolk’s poplar forests. She writes with heart-tugging clarity
about wild boar, swifts, mushroom hunting, migraines, the strangeness of birds’ nests, and the unexpected guidance and comfort
we find when watching wildlife. By one of this century’s most important and insightful nature writers, Vesper Flights is a captivating
and foundational book about observation, fascination, time, memory, love and loss and how we make sense of the world around
us.
Now is the time to remember who you are. The shift in consciousness that you may be experiencing -- during this time of
unprecedented change -- is a doorway into a joyful and exciting new way of being on planet Earth. To encourage enjoyable and
insightful personal breakthroughs within the momentum of change, Journey Through an Open Door provides a mirror reflecting a
step-by-step progression into a wider view. That wider view -- that expansion -- is inside us all and it is accessed through a heartdirected journey. This heart-directed journey of expansion includes essential balancing of the intuitive with the rational, the
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feminine with the masculine, the inner landscape with the outer one. Rooted in the beauty of natures year along the Maine
coastline, Tritia Hamilton's narrative for Journey Through an Open Door is the background for doorway-opening commentary from
beneficent guides who playfully call themselves Mirin. It is they who suggested and inspired the writing of this unique and multilayered book. Among the twenty Mirin commentaries shared within the narrative of Journey Through an Open Door are:
Remembering, Playfulness, All Mirrors are Magic Mirrors, Power Places, Guidance, Relationships, Where is the Future?, The
Land of Enchantment, The Dawning. The annotated journal pages that follow each of the Mirin commentaries invite participation
and strongly encourage your personal heart-directed journey. Fifty-six keys to expansion further enhance your process of opening
into the wider view. "We underscore that the adventure of expansion into enhanced awareness is not a whimsical side trip but
rather an integral part of your journey. This journey can ultimately align both your heart's longings and rememberings with
earthplane reality'. Access to long-denied parts of yourself, and transformation of all aspects of your reality both inner and outer is
possible. And it beckons." ~ Mirin
Peregrine Spring, Nancy Cowan’s memoir of her thirty years living intimately with raptors, gives us a new perspective on the
relationship between humans and the natural world. Cowan shares her experiences running a world-famous falconry school, and
the lessons she's learned from her birds. From retrieving her falcon from the local police “lock up,” to finding her husband in bed
with a gyrfalcon, to a heart-breaking race to save her young peregrine from attack by a wild hawk, Cowan’s life is a constant, everchanging adventure. Cowan’s birds have immersed her so much into their world that she has found herself courted by a Goshawk
and bossed about by a Harris’ Hawk. The book carries her readers along, so they, too, meet hawks and falcons in ways they
never imagined possible.
Housing been described as the wobbly pillar of the welfare state on account of it never achieving universal coverage as did health
and education. This does not diminish its importance for individuals, households, communities and social stability. Adequate and
affordable housing provision is one of the key elements of a functioning democracy. Often characterised as the routine undertaking
of simple tasks, housing management never established itself as a key profession in the public sector during the twentieth century.
The author challenges that characterisation of housing management by arguing that, from its inception, housing management
involves complex tasks. Housing managers engage with some of the most difficult situations, including homelessness, racial
harassment, domestic violence and anti-social behaviour. In continually responding to changing emphases in housing and welfare
policy, housing management has established itself as a pragmatic and humane profession. However, this characterisation is itself
challenged by the systematic erosion of welfare provision and the disciplinary nature of welfare reform that requires housing
managers to have an enforcement role in respect of those people that they have traditionally sought to help. Housing management
practice in the social sector has always had a complex role as it negotiates the contracts that exist both between tenants and
landlords and the wider contract between the welfare state and its tenant citizens. This role faces new challenges as housing is
placed at the heart of both welfare reform and an increasingly disciplinary state. The book will be of particular interest to students
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of the Chartered Institute of Housing (CIH) and to policy makers and housing managers more widely.
Enter the World of the Eagle with Stan’s Amazing Photography If you’ve ever seen an eagle fly gracefully over an unbroken
forest or watched it snatch a fish from the surface of a crystal-clear lake, you probably experienced a feeling of inspiration. Awardwinning author, naturalist, and wildlife photographer Stan Tekiela believes that eagles are the most majestic of birds. He spent
years studying bald eagles, noting their behaviors and capturing them in photographs. Stan’s research spanned major events
such as migration and courtship, as well as everyday activities including feeding and sleeping. The result is a striking portrayal of
these amazing raptors in Bald Eagles. Stan’s extraordinary photographs depict the birds of prey in a new, unique fashion. His
fascinating text, drawn from detailed research and personal observations, provides information about every aspect of the eagles’
lives. Presented with headings and short paragraphs, the coffee-table book is pleasurable to browse and easy to read. “My
sentiment for this bird of prey runs deep,” says Stan. “I’m sure you feel the same. Because of this widespread affection toward
our national symbol, I am confident the future of the eagle will stay as bright as our nation and as wonderful as the people who
care for this bird.” Unmatched by any other book on the market, Bald Eagles is a must-have for bird watchers, raptor enthusiasts,
and nature lovers.
Spring returns and with it the birds. But it also brings throngs of birders who emerge, binoculars in hand, to catch a glimpse of a
rare or previously unseen species or to simply lay eyes on a particularly fine specimen of a familiar type. In a delightful meditation
that unexpectedly ranges from the Volga Delta to Central Park and from Charles Dickens's Hard Times to a 1940s London
burlesque show, Jeremy Mynott ponders what makes birds so beautiful and alluring to so many people. Princeton Shorts are brief
selections taken from influential Princeton University Press books and produced exclusively in ebook format. Providing unmatched
insight into important contemporary issues or timeless passages from classic works of the past, Princeton Shorts enable you to be
an instant expert in a world where information is everywhere but quality is at a premium.
Nick Nurse distills the wisdom, insight, and experiences that helped him lead the Toronto Raptors to the NBA championship in his
first year as head coach. Foreword by Phil Jackson. NBA fans had modest expectations for rookie coach Nick Nurse and his
Toronto Raptors. But what those naysayers didn't realize was that Nurse had spent the past thirty years proving himself at every
level of the game, from youth programs and college ball to the NBA D League and Britain's struggling pro circuit. While few
coaches have taken such a circuitous path to pro basketball's promised land, the journey-which began at Kuemper Catholic high
school in Carroll, Iowa-forged a coach who proved to be as unshakable as he is personable. On the road, he is known to bring his
guitar and keyboard for late-night jazz and blues sessions. In the locker room, he's steadfast and even-keeled regardless of the
score. On the court, he pulls out old-school tactics with astounding success. A rookie in name but a veteran in attitude, Nurse is
seemingly above the chaos of the game and, with only two seasons on his résumé, has already established himself as one of the
NBA's most admired head coaches. Now, in this revealing new book-equal parts personal memoir, leadership manifesto, and
philosophical meditation-Nurse tells his own story. Given unprecedented access inside the Raptors' locker room, readers get an
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intimate study of not only the team culture he has built, but also of a rookie coach's unique dynamic with the star players-such as
Kawhi Leonard, Kyle Lowry, and Pascal Siakam-who helped trailblaze the 2019 championship run. As much for readers of Ray
Dalio as for fans of John Wooden and Pat Summitt, Rapture promises to be a necessary read for anyone looking to forge their
own path to success.
A year in the life of a female dinosaur.
This book shows us why.

Twenty-four essays range from accounts of birding in the icy regions of the North and descriptions of rare raptors in
California to musings on diverse bird populations in New Jersey, the Everglades, and California's Santa Catalina Island.
65 Million years ago, Dinosaurs walked the Earth . . .People think that a meteor or some super volcano wiped them all
out, or that aliens saved them like a holy arc coming from the sky. Some think that they had their time and were selected
for extinction. The thing is, fossils only show those that died. . . Dinosaurs still walk among us, hidden in human form,
bidding their time until they're able to reveal who they are. Humans are always placed at the top of the food chain.
Nothing could be further from the truth. . .The next matriarch has been chosen. . .Sage has never wanted anything other
than the freedom to live her own life, but when she is chosen as the next Matriarch of her people, everything changes.
Sent on a journey to pass the tests of her ancestors, Sage must find her place in this world even though she doesn't
know if she believes in the very spirits who chose her for the position. As if her life isn't complicated enough, she finds
herself on the run with a pack of raptor shifters. Sage's newfound allies are dangerous predators but the attraction she
feels to them is undeniable. With a new threat to the peninsula, Sage has her work cut out for her. No one said being the
Matriarch would be easy. Can she make it back to her people with her body--and her heart--intact? Can she stop the
traders who threaten her very way of life? With Kishil, Talon, and Elu at her side, maybe she can . . . *This is a reverse
harem #whychoose romance set in the dinoverse. Due to steamy dinoshifters this story is not suitable for anyone under
18. *M/M content *The heroine has multiple love interests and does not have to choose.
As evidenced by the incredible success of Helen MacDonald's H is for Hawk, and the legions of fans of Pale Male, the
incredible red-tailed hawk of 5th avenue, we are full of rapture for raptors. James Macdonald Lockhart, is among the
many who have sought out these incredible birds, and in this lyrical work of natural history he seeks out 15 different
raptors, in 15 different landscapes across England: a journey in search of raptors, a journey through the birds and into
their worlds. Raptors are by nature scarce and extremely elusive. Of Pandionidae (osprey), Accipitridae (broad-winged
harrier, eagle, buzzard, red kite) and Falconidae (peregrine, sparrowhawk etc.) only widespread buzzards, kestrels and
kites are easily seen. Lockhart follows loosely the trail of 19th-century Scottish naturalist and artist William MacGillivray
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(1796-1852), As Philip Hoare wrote of it, James MacDonald Lockhart puts the rapture back in the raptor. This is in-themoment writing, raw in beak and claw. With its gorgeously felt sense of life and place, Raptor rips at its words, turning
them into exquisite portraits of the utter wild, shaping soaring, obsessive beauty out of the British landscape and its
imperial birds"
Take flight with Belle, an osprey born on Martha's Vineyard as she learns to fly and migrates for the first time to Brazil
and back--a journey of more than 8,000 miles. Dr. B. and Dick, two osprey scientists in Massachusetts, observe ospreys
and their offspring, tagging one special fledgling with a transmitter to better study migration habits. Follow Belle as she
attempts her first flight, conquers her first fishing endeavour, and heads south for her first migration all while her tracking
device transmits information about where's she been. Based on information garnered through twenty years of research
by the author, Belle's Journey will soar into reader's hearts.
"Keith L. Bildstein has studied migrating raptors on four continents and directs the conservation science program at Hawk
Mountain Sanctuary, Pennsylvania, the world's first refuge for migratory birds of prey. In this book, he details the stories
and successes of twelve of the world's most important raptor-viewing spots, among them Cape May Point, New Jersey;
Veracruz, Mexico; Kekoldi, Costa Rica; the Strait of Gibralter, Spain; and Elat, Israel."--BOOK JACKET.
Turkey vultures, the most widely distributed and abundant scavenging birds of prey on the planet, are found from central
Canada to the southern tip of Argentina, and nearly everywhere in between. In the United States we sometimes call them
buzzards; in parts of Mexico the name is aura cabecirroja, in Uruguay jote cabeza colorada, and in Ecuador gallinazo
aura. A huge bird, the turkey vulture is a familiar sight from culture to culture, in both hemispheres. But despite being
ubiquitous and recognizable, the turkey vulture has never had a book of literary nonfiction devoted to it - until Vulture.
Floating on six-foot wings, turkey vultures use their keen senses of smell and sight to locate carrion. Unlike their cousin
the black vulture, turkey vultures do not kill weak or dying animals; instead, they cleanse, purify, and renew the
environment by clearing it of decaying carcasses, thus slowing the spread of such dangerous pathogens as anthrax,
rabies, and botulism. The beauty, grace, and important role of these birds in the ecosystem notwithstanding, turkey
vultures are maligned and underappreciated; they have been accused of spreading disease and killing livestock, neither
of which has ever been substantiated. Although turkey vultures are protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, which
makes harming them a federal offense, the birds still face persecution. They've been killed because of their looks, their
odor, and their presence in proximity to humans. Even the federal government occasionally sanctions "roost dispersals,"
which involve the harassment and sometimes the murder of communally roosting vultures during the cold winter months.
Vulture follows a year in the life of a typical North American turkey vulture. By incorporating information from scientific
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papers and articles, as well as interviews with world-renowned raptor and vulture experts, author Katie Fallon examines
all aspects of the bird's natural history: breeding, incubating eggs, raising chicks, migrating, and roosting. After reading
this book you will never look at a vulture in the same way again.
Peregrine falcons have their share of claims to fame. With a diving speed of over two hundred miles per hour, these birds
of prey are the fastest animals on earth or in the sky, and they are now well known for adapting from life on rocky cliffs to
a different kind of mountain: modern skyscrapers. But adaptability only helps so much. In 1951, there were no peregrines
left in Illinois, for instance, and it looked as if the species would be wiped out entirely in North America. Today, however,
peregrines are flourishing. In The Peregrine Returns, Mary Hennen gives wings to this extraordinary conservation
success story. Drawing on the beautiful watercolors of Field Museum artist-in-residence Peggy Macnamara and photos
by Field Museum research assistant Stephanie Ware, as well as her own decades of work with peregrines, Hennen uses
a program in Chicago as a case study for the peregrines’ journey from their devastating decline to the discovery of its
cause (a thinning of eggshells caused by a by-product of DDT), through to recovery, revealing how the urban landscape
has played an essential role in enabling falcons to return to the wild—and how people are now learning to live in close
proximity to these captivating raptors. Both a model for conservation programs across the country and an eye-opening
look at the many creatures with which we share our homes, this richly illustrated story is an inspiring example of how
urban architecture can serve not only our cities’ human inhabitants, but also their wild ones.
A visually stunning, comprehensive resource on North America’s birds of prey, from the award-winning birder and author
of Gulls Simplified. Always a popular group of birds, raptors symbolize freedom and fierceness, and in Pete Dunne’s
definitive guide, these traits are portrayed in hundreds of stunning color photographs showing raptors up close, in flight,
and in action—fighting, hunting, and nesting. These gorgeous photographs enhance the comprehensive, authoritative text,
which goes far beyond identification to cover raptor ecology, behavior, conservation, and much more. In returning to his
forte and his first love, Pete Dunne has crafted a benchmark book on raptors: the first place to turn for any question about
these highly popular birds, whether it’s what they eat, where they live, or how they behave. “Birds of Prey is exhaustively
researched and complemented by a stunning collection of photos, but the real highlight is…Dunne’s writing. He weaves
together personal anecdotes, historical accounts, and technical information to create something greater than the sum of
all its parts: a beautiful, authoritative, and engagingly written guide to the natural history of North American
hawks.”—David Sibley, author of The Sibley Guide to Birds “Books about raptors used to fall into two major categories:
field guides versus nature writing. No more!...Dunne’s new book skillfully conjoins those two genres. Life a good field
guide, Birds of Prey is authoritative and utilitarian, and like our finest nature writing, Dunne’s prose is lyrical, sensitive,
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and full of feeling.”—Ted Floyd, editor, Birding
An exhilarating exploration of the science and wonder of global bird migration. In the past two decades, our understanding of the
navigational and physiological feats that enable birds to cross immense oceans, fly above the highest mountains, or remain in
unbroken flight for months at a stretch has exploded. What we’ve learned of these key migrations—how billions of birds
circumnavigate the globe, flying tens of thousands of miles between hemispheres on an annual basis—is nothing short of
extraordinary. Bird migration entails almost unfathomable endurance, like a sparrow-sized sandpiper that will fly nonstop from
Canada to Venezuela—the equivalent of running 126 consecutive marathons without food, water, or rest—avoiding dehydration by
"drinking" moisture from its own muscles and organs, while orienting itself using the earth’s magnetic field through a form of
quantum entanglement that made Einstein queasy. Crossing the Pacific Ocean in nine days of nonstop flight, as some birds do,
leaves little time for sleep, but migrants can put half their brains to sleep for a few seconds at a time, alternating sides—and their
reaction time actually improves. These and other revelations convey both the wonder of bird migration and its global sweep, from
the mudflats of the Yellow Sea in China to the remote mountains of northeastern India to the dusty hills of southern Cyprus. This
breathtaking work of nature writing from Pulitzer Prize finalist Scott Weidensaul also introduces readers to those scientists,
researchers, and bird lovers trying to preserve global migratory patterns in the face of climate change and other environmental
challenges. Drawing on his own extensive fieldwork, in A World on the Wing Weidensaul unveils with dazzling prose the miracle of
nature taking place over our heads.
Raptors are formally classified into five families and include birds—such as eagles, ospreys, kites, true hawks, buzzards, harriers,
vultures, and falcons—that are familiar and recognized by many observers. These diurnal birds of prey are found on every continent
except Antarctica and can thrive in seemingly inhospitable spots such as deserts and the tundra. They have powerful talons and
hooked beaks for cutting and tearing meat, and keen binocular vision to aid in their hunting prowess. Because of their large size,
distinctive feeding habits, and long-distance flight patterns, raptors intrigue humans and have been the subject of much general
interest as well as extensive scientific research.Keith L. Bildstein has watched and studied raptors on five continents and is well
prepared to explain their critical importance, not only as ecological entities but also as inspirational tokens across natural and
human-dominated landscapes. His book offers a comprehensive and accessible account of raptors, including their evolutionary
history, their relationships to other groups of birds, their sensory abilities, their general natural history, their breeding ecology and
feeding behavior, and threats to their survival in a human-dominated world. Biologically sound but readable, Raptors is a
nontechnical overview of this captivating group. It will allow naturalists, birders, hawk-watchers, science educators, schoolchildren,
and the general public, along with new students in the field of raptor biology, to understand and appreciate these birds, and in so
doing better protect them.
Before best-selling author Helen Macdonald told the story of the goshawk in H Is for Hawk, she told the story of the falcon, in a
cultural history of the masterful creature that can “cut the sky in two” with the “perfectly aerodynamic profile of a raindrop,” as she
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so incisively puts it. In talon-sharp prose she explores the spell the falcon has had over her and, by extension, all of us, whether
we’ve seen them “through binoculars, framed on gallery walls, versified by poets, flown as hunting birds, through Manhattan
windows, sewn on flags, stamped on badges, or winnowing through the clouds over abandoned arctic radar stations.” Macdonald
dives through centuries and careens around the globe to tell the story of the falcon as it has flown in the wild skies of the natural
world and those of our imagination. Mixing history, myth, and legend, she explores the long history of the sport of falconry in many
human cultures—from Japan to Abu Dhabi to Oxford; she analyzes the falcon’s talismanic power as a symbol in art, politics, and
business; and she addresses the ways we have both endangered and protected it. Along the way we discover how falcons were
mobilized in secret military projects; their links with espionage, the Third Reich, the Holy Roman Empire, and space programs; and
how they have figured in countless stories of heroism and, of course, the erotic. Best of all, Macdonald has given us something
fresh: a new introduction that draws on all her experience to even further invigorate her cherished subject. The result is a deeply
informed book written with the same astonishing lyrical grace that has captivated readers and had everyone talking about this
writer-cum-falconer.
The predecessor to Helen Macdonald’s H is for Hawk, T. H. White’s nature writing classic, The Goshawk, asks the age-old
question: what is it that binds human beings to other animals? White, the author of The Once and Future King and Mistress
Masham’s Repose, was a young writer who found himself rifling through old handbooks of falconry. A particular sentence—”the
bird reverted to a feral state”—seized his imagination, and, White later wrote, “A longing came to my mind that I should be able to
do this myself. The word ‘feral’ has a kind of magical potency which allied itself to two other words, ‘ferocious’ and ‘free.’”
Immediately, White wrote to Germany to acquire a young goshawk. Gos, as White named the bird, was ferocious and Gos was
free, and White had no idea how to break him in beyond the ancient (and, though he did not know it, long superseded) practice of
depriving him of sleep, which meant that he, White, also went without rest. Slowly man and bird entered a state of delirium and
intoxication, of attraction and repulsion that looks very much like love. White kept a daybook describing his volatile relationship
with Gos—at once a tale of obsession, a comedy of errors, and a hymn to the hawk. It was this that became The Goshawk, one of
modern literature’s most memorable and surprising encounters with the wilderness—as it exists both within us and without.
A comprehensive look at North America's birds of prey combines firsthand field studies by the authors and key biological and
conservation studies by other experts.
Birds of Prey of the West and its companion volume, Birds of Prey of the East, are the most comprehensive and authoritative field
guides to North American birds of prey ever published. Written and lavishly illustrated with stunning, lifelike paintings by leading
field-guide illustrator, photographer, and author Brian Wheeler, the guides depict an enormous range of variations of age, sex,
color, and plumage, and feature a significant amount of plumage data that has never been published before. The painted figures
illustrate plumage and species comparisons in a classic field-guide layout. Each species is shown in the same posture and from
the same viewpoint, which further assists comparisons. Facing-page text includes quick-reference identification points and brief
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natural history accounts that incorporate the latest information. The range maps are exceptionally accurate and much larger than
those in other guides. They plot the most up-to-date distribution information for each species and include the location of cities for
more accurate reference. Finally, the guides feature color habitat photographs next to the maps. The result sets a new standard
for guides to North America's birds of prey. Lavishly illustrated with stunning, lifelike paintings Written and illustrated by a leading
authority on North American birds of prey Depicts more plumages than any other guide Concise facing-page text includes quickreference identification points Classic field-guide layout makes comparing species easy Large, accurate range maps include up-todate distribution information Unique color habitat photographs next to the maps
Given their roles in the ecosystem, raptors are widely considered the flagship or umbrella species among birds. Most species
undertake a seasonal journey that is impressive because of the length, and the imposing natural barriers such as deserts and seas
that they fly over. The migration of birds of prey has unique characteristics in the animal world because of their morphology and
flight style. The flying path of Afro-Palearctic migrants between breeding and wintering grounds is determined by several factors
such as morphology of the birds, geography, behavioural adaptations. The book analyses the migration patterns of raptors along
the Afro-Palearctic migratory system, and summarizes the recent research on these top predator species. Behavioural adaptations
such as the importance of social interactions and the modulation of the different flight styles as well as ecological interactions with
the encountered environment and weather conditions en route are described in the book. Moreover, the impact of climate change
on the migratory behaviour and key conservation issues are discussed. The book provides an overview of the migratory
characteristics and flyway patterns of all European raptors species and also some Asian ones. These chapters have been written
by some of the most important raptor specialists, giving a complete picture of the different migration strategies on the basis of both
traditional methods and new technologies.
“[Kathleen Jamie’s] essays guide you softly along coastlines of varying continents, exploring caves, and pondering ice ages until
the narrator stumbles over — not a rock on the trail, but mortality, maybe the earth’s, maybe our own, pointing to new paths
forward through the forest.” —Delia Owens, author of Where the Crawdads Sing, “By the Book” in The New York Times Book
Review. An immersive exploration of time and place in a shrinking world, from the award-winning author of Sightlines. In this
remarkable blend of memoir, cultural history, and travelogue, poet and author Kathleen Jamie touches points on a timeline
spanning millennia, and considers what surfaces and what reconnects us to our past. From the thawing tundra linking a Yup'ik
village in Alaska to its hunter-gatherer past to the shifting sand dunes revealing the impressiely preserved homes of neolithic
farmers in Scotland, Jamie explores how the changing natural world can alter our sense of time. Most movingly, she considers, as
her father dies and her children leave home, the surfacing of an older, less tethered sense of herself. In precise, luminous prose,
Surfacing offers a profound sense of time passing and an antidote to all that is instant, ephemeral, unrooted.
"Raised in rural England before the internet era, Ben Crane grew up in the midst of wild things, with hawks and other predatory
birds alive in his mind (and woods and fields) as symbols of a kind of self-possessed, solitary power. He spent time with them,
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knew them, and loved them. But as he grew into adulthood, situations that may seem to us natural, or even comforting, were for
him challenging: he found it difficult to be around other people and to read social cues, sometimes retreating in fear or lashing out
in misunderstanding. He was recognized as autistic. When Crane became a father, these challenges became unbearable, and he
fled to isolation. Birds--specifically hawks--brought him back. In this artfully written memoir, we learn first about the history and
practice of falconry, a beautiful and brutal partnership between humans and birds that goes back thousands of years. As the
chapters unfold, the details of Crane's personal story are revealed, and we begin to understand how Crane found solace and
insight via his relationships with these animals. "I saw that my feelings towards nature, and birds of prey in particular, ran in
parallel with my feelings for my son," Crane writes. "I worked out that they were, in fact, two sides of the same coin--the deep love
of one could, with gentle observation, inform and unlock the deep love for the other...Perhaps this then is the central theme of my
story.""-Life itself could never have been sustainable without seabirds. As Adam Nicolson writes: "They are bringers of fertility, the
deliverers of life from ocean to land." A global tragedy is unfolding. Even as we are coming to understand them, the number of
seabirds on our planet is in freefall, dropping by nearly 70% in the last sixty years, a billion fewer now than there were in 1950. Of
the ten birds in this book, seven are in decline, at least in part of their range. Extinction stalks the ocean and there is a danger that
the grand cry of the seabird colony, rolling around the bays and headlands of high latitudes, will this century become little but a
memory. Seabirds have always entranced the human imagination and NYT best-selling author Adam Nicolson has been in love
with them all his life: for their mastery of wind and ocean, their aerial beauty and the unmatched wildness of the coasts and islands
where every summer they return to breed. The seabird’s cry comes from an elemental layer in the story of the world. Over the last
couple of decades, modern science has begun to understand their epic voyages, their astonishing abilities to navigate for tens of
thousands of miles on featureless seas, their ability to smell their way towards fish and home. Only the poets in the past would
have thought of seabirds as creatures riding the ripples and currents of the entire planet, but that is what the scientists are seeing
now today.
Meet the ladies: a flock of smart, affectionate, highly individualistic chickens who visit their favorite neighbors, devise different
ways to hide from foxes, and mob the author like she's a rock star. In these pages you'll also meet Maya and Zuni, two orphaned
baby hummingbirds who hatched from eggs the size of navy beans, and who are little more than air bubbles fringed with feathers.
Their lives hang precariously in the balance-but with human help, they may one day conquer the sky. Snowball is a cockatoo
whose dance video went viral on YouTube and who's now teaching schoolchildren how to dance. You'll meet Harris's hawks
named Fire and Smoke. And you'll come to know and love a host of other avian characters who will change your mind forever
about who birds really are. Each of these birds shows a different and utterly surprising aspect of what makes a bird a bird-and
these are the lessons of Birdology: that birds are far stranger, more wondrous, and at the same time more like us than we might
have dared to imagine. In Birdology, beloved author of The Good Good Pig Sy Montgomery explores the essence of the
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otherworldly creatures we see every day. By way of her adventures with seven birds-wild, tame, exotic, and common-she weaves
new scientific insights and narrative to reveal seven kernels of bird wisdom. The first lesson of Birdology is that, no matter how
common they are, Birds Are Individuals, as each of Montgomery's distinctive Ladies clearly shows. In the leech-infested rain forest
of Queensland, you'll come face to face with a cassowary-a 150-pound, man-tall, flightless bird with a helmet of bone on its head
and a slashing razor-like toenail with which it (occasionally) eviscerates people-proof that Birds Are Dinosaurs. You'll learn from
hawks that Birds Are Fierce; from pigeons, how Birds Find Their Way Home; from parrots, what it means that Birds Can Talk; and
from 50,000 crows who moved into a small city's downtown, that Birds Are Everywhere. They are the winged aliens who surround
us. Birdology explains just how very "other" birds are: Their hearts look like those of crocodiles. They are covered with modified
scales, which are called feathers. Their bones are hollow. Their bodies are permeated with extensive air sacs. They have no
hands. They give birth to eggs. Yet despite birds' and humans' disparate evolutionary paths, we share emotional and intellectual
abilities that allow us to communicate and even form deep bonds. When we begin to comprehend who birds really are, we deepen
our capacity to approach, understand, and love these otherworldly creatures. And this, ultimately, is the priceless lesson of
Birdology: it communicates a heartfelt fascination and awe for birds and restores our connection to these complex, mysterious
fellow creatures
At the center of Stefan Bargheer’s account of bird watching, field ornithology, and nature conservation in Britain and Germany
stands the question of how values change over time and how individuals develop moral commitments. Using life history data
derived from written narratives and oral histories, Moral Entanglements follows the development of conservation from the point in
time at which the greatest declines in bird life took place to the current efforts in large-scale biodiversity conservation and
environmental policy within the European Union. While often depicted as the outcome of an environmental revolution that has
taken place since the 1960s, Bargheer demonstrates to the contrary that the relevant practices and institutions that shape
contemporary conservation have evolved gradually since the early nineteenth century. Moral Entanglements further shows that the
practices and institutions in which bird conservation is entangled differ between the two countries. In Britain, birds derived their
meaning in the context of the game of bird watching as a leisure activity. Here birds are now, as then, the most popular and best
protected taxonomic group of wildlife due to their particularly suitable status as toys in a collecting game, turning nature into a
playground. In Germany, by contrast, birds were initially part of the world of work. They were protected as useful economic tools,
rendering services of ecological pest control in a system of agricultural production modeled after the factory shop floor. Based on
this extensive analysis, Bargheer formulates a sociology of morality informed by a pragmatist theory of value.
In Bird Brother, Rodney Stotts shares his unlikely journey to becoming a conservationist and one of America's few Black master
falconers. Rodney grew up in Washington, D.C. during the crack epidemic, with guns, drugs, and the threat of incarceration
affecting the lives of everyone he knew. He was no exception, but he was also employed by the newly founded Earth Conservation
Corps, helping to restore and conserve the polluted Anacostia River. This work eventually sent his life in a different direction, as he
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began to train to become a master falconer and to develop his own raptor education program and sanctuary. Eye-opening, witty,
and moving, Bird Brother is a testament to the healing power of nature, and a reminder that no matter how much heartbreak we've
endured, we still have the capacity to give back to our communities and follow our dreams.
Mercer Buddie wants two things in this world: a girlfriend and the chance to prove to his master falconer father that he’s not a
flake. With hunting season fast approaching, fourteen-year-old Mercer has only a short time to work with Flip, a red-tailed hawk he
irreverently named to show his dad that falconers don’t have to be so serious all the time. When Mercer meets Lucy, he falls hard
for her gorgeous looks and bubbly personality. He thinks his love life is about to take flight, until he discovers that Lucy and her
family belong to a fanatical animal-rights organization called HALT—a group that believes imposing any sort of restrictions on
animals is a form of cruelty. Mercer soon realizes that if he wants to keep seeing Lucy, he’ll need to keep his love of falconry and
his family’s raptor rehabilitation center a secret from her, and Lucy’s involvement with HALT from his family. With humor and
honesty, Mercer’s story shows how growing up means making difficult choices…and sometimes, being rewarded in unexpected
ways.
One of the New York Times Book Review's 10 Best Books of the Year One of Slate's 50 Best Nonfiction Books of the Last 25
Years ON MORE THAN 25 BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR LISTS: including TIME (#1 Nonfiction Book), NPR, O, The Oprah
Magazine (10 Favorite Books), Vogue (Top 10), Vanity Fair, Washington Post, Boston Globe, Chicago Tribune, Seattle Times,
San Francisco Chronicle (Top 10), Miami Herald, St. Louis Post Dispatch, Minneapolis Star Tribune (Top 10), Library Journal (Top
10), Publishers Weekly, Kirkus Reviews, Slate, Shelf Awareness, Book Riot, Amazon (Top 20) The instant New York Times
bestseller and award-winning sensation, Helen Macdonald's story of adopting and raising one of nature's most vicious predators
has soared into the hearts of millions of readers worldwide. Fierce and feral, her goshawk Mabel's temperament mirrors Helen's
own state of grief after her father's death, and together raptor and human "discover the pain and beauty of being alive" (People). H
Is for Hawk is a genre-defying debut from one of our most unique and transcendent voices.
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